
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO: 16-cv-81663-M lDDLEBROOKS

HERCULES CAPITAL, INC.,

Plaintiff,

V.

DAXIEL GITTLEMA .N

DAVID BARCLAY. anà
HowAlto A. Kwok,

Defendants.

OPINION AND ORDER

INTRODUCTION

Sometimes at trial the allegations of a complaint fall far shortof their promise
. lt

happened here. The accusations of fraud
, misrepresentation, and violations of generally accepted

accounting principles (GAAP) made against three individual officers of a bankrupt technology

start-up turned out to be post-hoc rationalizations for a bad loan. The lender knew the risks of

the loans and its own actions and intemal documents disprove its claims
.

This is an action for fraudulent misrepresentation, negligent misrepresentation, and civil

conspiracy brought by Plaintiff Hercules Capital, lnc. (dtl-lercules'') against Defendants Daniel

Gittleman (çdGittleman'') David Barclay ($$Barc1ay''), and Howard A. Kwon (çdKwon'')

(collectively, SsDefendants''). Hercules alleges that Defendants, individually and as employees of

non-party Openpeak, a software com pany, conspired to intentionally or negligently make false

misrepresentations to Hercules, a venture debt lender
, as to the financial state of Openpeak and

the viability of its products between January and October 2014
. Hercules alleges that it relied on

these material misrcpresentations in deciding to take certain actions with regard to its loan to
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Openpeak. On November 13, 15-17, and 27-29, and December 1, l held a bench trial. Based on

the documentary and testimonial evidence presented
, l make the following findings of fact and

conclusions of law.

II. FINDINGS OF FACT

a. Hercules Ckpï/lt Inc.. ,4 Venture Debt Lender

Plaintiff Hercules Capital
, Inc. (dtllercules'') is a citizen of Maryland and California

, a

business development company (1tBDC''), and self-described t'venture debt lender'' that

specializes in loans to high-growth, innovative venture-backed companies in the technology and

life-science industries. (Hemiquez Testimony).

Manuel Henriquez Cll-lemiquez'') is the Chainuan and Chief Executive Offcer (itCEO'')

of Hercules. (Henriquez Testimony).

(i1CCO'') and became the Chief lnvestment Ofscer ($1ClO'') of Hercules during the period

relevant to this matter. (Bluestein Testimony). April Young (1tYoung'') was the Managing

Director for Hercules' M id-Atlantic Practice, and was responsible for identifying and initially

reviewing investment opportunities, including with Openpeak
. (Young Testimony). Mark

Scott Bluestein (lsBluestein'') was the Chief Credit Officer

Roesler (ltltoesler'') was a Portfolio Credit Manager at Hercules from October 2013 through June

or July of 2016. (Roesler Testimony). Mr. Roesler worked on the Openpeak account from 2013

through 20 15. (f(f). John Eggbeer (VtEggbeer'') was a Principal at Hercules, where he has

worked from October 20 1 1 to the present. Mr. Eggbeer worked to source, evaluate, structure,

and close venture debt opportunities, and he worked on the Openpeak account between 2014 and

2016. (Eggbeer Testimony).

Hercules prim arily lends money to çfdevelopm ent-stage companies'' that are not

generating revenue and are t'burning cash'' by consuming working capital as they try to increasc

sales. (Henriquez Testimony; Young Testimony). When Hercules decides to invest in a
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dcvelopment-stage Company
, the company is generally 3-5 years away from generating any

meaningful revenue, and 4-7 years from generating any meaningful Earnings Before lnterest
,

Taxes, Depreciation,

company that Hercules

approximately 2 rounds of capital equity fundraising
.

and Amortization (SiEBITDA''). (Henriquez Testimony). The typical

invests in has been in existence for 2-3 years
, and has gone through

(1d ). A borrower's historical revenue

figures or projected revenues are not Hercules' focus in deciding whether to make a loan or in

how Hercules calculates a borrower's value. (Henriquez Testimony; Young Testimony). In

order to account for differences in risk among borrowers
, Hercules adjusts interest rates and the

fee structure of the loan. (Henriquez Testimony). Interest payments and fees are the biggest

sources of Hercules' income. (f#.). When everything goes well, Hercules' business is lucrative;

the loans in this case had interest rates of 12% and the fees were quite high
. (1d ; Tr. Exs. 5, 6,

168, 180).

The primary thing that Hercules considers when deciding whether to make a loan is the

company's enterprise value, which is what the company is projected to be worth over time and

what the company could be sold for in the future. (Young Testimony). Hercules prioritizes a

company's entemrise value because that is how Hercules gets repaid on its loan
. (1d4. For

repayment, Hercules relies on its borrowers acquiring subsequent infusions of equity or junior

debt, or the occurrence of an çiexit event
,'' meaning an acquisition by another company or a

public offering. (1d ; Bluestein Testimony). The vast majority of companies that Hercules

invests in are refinanced or acquired. (Young Testimony).

ln making or restructuring a loan, Hercules relies on the infonnation included in a ivNew

Deal Request Memorandum'' (stNew Deal Memo''), an internal Hercules document prepared by

the tiDeal Team'' and çscredit Team '' at Hercules for review by the Sllnvestment Committee
.
''

(Henriquez Testimony; Bluestein Testimony).The Investment Committee decides to approve or



deny a loan based on the information contained in the New Deal M emo. (Henriquez Testimony',

Bluestein Testimony). ln drafting the New Deal Memo, Hercules conducts due diligence and

relies on factual information provided by the borrower. (Bluestein Testimony; Eggbeer

Testimony; Hemiquez Testimony). Hercules considers information from interviews and

representations of management, historical and projected financial information, key investors and

partners, and the composition of the borrower's Board of Directors. (Bluestein Testimony;

Eggbeer Testimony; Henriquez Testimony). New Deal Memos outline the terms of the proposed

loan, give a itbackground and situation overview'' of the company and its financial situation
,

analyze the potential returns for Hercules, discuss factors in support and risks of the loan
, and

detail key income statement drivers. (See Trial Exhibit 168) (hereinafter, (tTr. Ex.''). The

memos contain historical and projected fnancial information provided by the prospective

borrower, including the balance sheet and cash flows, which Hercules calls the lsM anagement

Case.'' (See Tr. Exs. 168, 180; Young Testimony).

Hercules also calculates its own projections for the financial performance of the

bonower, called the CIHTGC Case.'' (See Tr. Exs. 168, 180; Young Testimony). The HTGC

Case is based on the borrower's financial history and projections, but Hercules t'sensitizes'' the

financial projections to show what the financials of the company would be given Stordinary-

course delays.'' (Eggbeer Testimony). Hercules changes certain assumptions underlying the

M anagemtnt Cast and atttmpts to takt into account the borrower's ûnancial track record
, ability

to accurately project future revenue and growth, the borrower's customers, types of revenue, and

factors outside of the company's control. (Eggbeer Testimony). Hercules also considers what

will likely happen to the borrower based on its experience with development-stage companies
.

(Bluestein Testimony).
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b. Openpeak. the borrower

Openpeak is a now-bankrupt software company. Defendant Daniel J. Gittleman, a

citizen of Florida, was the Chairman and CEO of Openpeak during a1l times relevant to this

dispute. (Gittleman Testimony). Defendant Howard A. Kwon, a citizen of Florida
, was Vice

President and General Counsel of Openpeak during al1 times relevant to this dispute
. (Kwon

Testimony). Defendant David Barclay, a citizen of W ashington, was an Executive Vice

President of Openpeak, and 1ed Openpeak's finance department beginning in 2013
, but did not

hold the title of CFO. (Pretrial Stip. at 7).

Other individuals who held roles in Openpeak's finance department testified at trial
.

Glen Fanner (dlFarmer'') was Openpeak's Finance Director from July 2014 tkough August

2015. (Farmer Testimony). Mr. Barclay was Mr. Farmer's supervisor. (1d). Mr. Farmer was

involved in preparing the financial statements for Openpeak and in discussions about how to

recognize revenue pursuant to Openpeak's agreements. (1d4.Steven Richards (dlRichards'') was

the Vice President of Corporate Development and Finance at Openpeak and worked there from

July 201 1 tllrough M ay 2014.

and Trish Pikus, and he reported

(Richards Testimony). Mr. Richards supervised Brian Hronsky

to M r. Barclay. M r. Richards did operational finance at

Openpeak, including managing the books and building financial forecast models
. (fJ.). Brian

Hronsky (Vçl-lronsky'') was a Controller in the Finance and Accounting Department at Openpeak

from January through June, 2014. (Hronsky Testimony). Mr. Hronsky is a CPA (Certified

Public Accountant) and was supervised by Mr. Richards. (1d.).

Some Openpeak officers involved in the technical operations of Openpeak's software

also testified at trial. Lloyd Silvem (1$Silvern'') worked at Openpeak from February 2010 until

approximately November 2015, and during the relevant time period he was responsible for

monitoring the Toggle license provisioning process with AT&T
. (Silvern Testimony). Andy



Aiello ($tAiello'') was the Chitf Operations Oftscer ($tCOO'') of Openpeak, and was employed by

Openpeak from 2005 through 2016. (Aiello Testimony).

the tngineering of Openpeak's

building, code reviews, and quality testing. (1d4. He supervised Openpeak's software engineers

and reported to Mr. Gittleman. L1d.).

M r. Aiello was responsible for driving

sohware products, including the sohware architecture and

i. Hercules' lnitial Loan to O penpeak: 2012 M LSA- the Cisco Tablet

On M arch 30, 2012, Openpeak entered into a $15 million secured credit facility with

Hercules through a Master Loan and Security Agrttmtnt (the 112012 M LSA'') with a maturity

date of June 30, 2015. (Tr. Ex. 1). The 2012 Senior Term Debt was collateralized by all the

assets of Openpeak, excluding Openpeak's intellectual property assets but including any

proceeds from the sale of any intellectual property assets. (Pretrial Stip. at 5-6).

Under the 2012 M LSA, Openpeak covenanted, represented and warranted to Hercules

(eolledively, the itWarranties'') that:

No event has had or would reasonably be expected to have a

M aterial Adverse Effect has occurred and is continuing . . . .

No infonnation, report, or Advance Request, (orq fnancial
statement . . . furnished by or on behalf of Borrower to Lender . . .
contained or contains any material misstatement of fact or omitted
or omits to state any material fact necessary to make the statements

therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were

made, not misleading at the time such statement was made or
deemed made. Additionally, any and a1l fnancial or business

projections provided by Borrower to Lender were prepared in good
faith based upon assumptions to be reasonable at the time . . . .

(Ulnaudited interim and year-to-date fnancial statements as of the
end of such monthl, quarter, and year) . . . have been prepared in
accordance with GAAP . . . .

(Tr. Ex. 1 at 13, 16-17). Openpeak was also required to provide Hercules with monthly,

quarterly, and annual ltcompliance Certificates'' signed by Openpeak's CEO or CFO certifying
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that Openpeak's accompanying financial statements complied with the W arranties
, including

that they were prepared in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).

(Tr. Ex. 1 at 16-17; Young Testimony).SçAdvance Request'' Forms submitted by Openpeak to

Hercules to obtain funds pursuant to the loan agreement also reafûrmed the W arranties
. (Pretrial

Stip. at 6). Upon receipt of monthly, quarterly, and annual financial statements, Hercules

inputted the financial information into its own system , PMR, to monitor and track the financial

condition of all of its portfolio companies, including Openpeak. (Roesler Testimony).

Hercules entered into the 2012 MLSA with Openpeak in large part due to Openpeak's

strong relationship with Cisco Systems (ç1Cisco'') and development of the CIUS Tablet for Cisco.

(Young Testimony; Tr. Ex. 168 at 1).However, within six weeks of loaning the $15 million to

Openpeak, Cisco ended the relationship and gancelled tht CIUS Tablet. (Young Testimony; Tr.

Ex. 168 at 1). Ms. Young testified that as a result of Cisco's decision to çlend-of-life'' the CIUS

tablet, l%the company that (Herculesl had invested in initially was really no longer the company

that we had invested in.'' (Young Testimony). Hercules' other motivations for entering into the

2012 M LSA included M r. Gittleman's prior business success and the strength of Openpeak's

Board of Directors, which included fonner Apple CEO Jolm Scully
, and other prominent

businessmen Mort Topfer and Tom Hill. (Eggbeer Testimony; Bluestein Testimony). Hercules

does not contend or allege that there was any wrongdoing in connection with the 2012 M LSA
.

ii. Openpeak's Business Changes

Until M arch 2012, Openpeak's business was to develop and sell end-to-end

telecommunications and data services for hardware-based systems. (Pretrial Stip. at 5). After

the cancellation of the Cisco tablet, Openpeak shifted its focus to Advanced Deviee Application

Management ($kADAM'') software for mobile telecommunications devices. ADAM incorporated

multiple software components that allowed companies to securely permit employees to use their



own mobile devices in the workplace. (Pretrial Stip. at 5).

Device'' ('1BYOD'') software. (Gittleman Testimony).

This was called ilBring Your Own

The ADAM software had three

components, including ( 1) applications that ran on an end-user's mobile device, like an email

application, (2) security software for the applications on the mobile device, and (3) a server that

had an administrative console and device interface. (Aiello Testimony). Using Openpeak's

software, an individual, or tûend user,'' would be able to use their own mobile phone to download

an Openpeak-created mail application through which they could securely send and receive their

work-related email. (1d ). Openpeak was a Sçwhite-label'' company in that it did not sell its

products under its own brand nnme, but customized its product to its customers' brand and to fit

its eustomers' needs. (Barclay Testimony; Tr. Ex. 26 at 14). Openpeak's major customers

included RlM (sçBlackberry'') and AT&T. (Tr. Exs. 25, 168, 180).

iii. Openptak's M aster Resale Agreement with AT&T

On April 3, 2012, Openpeak entered into a Master Resale Agreement (1i2012 MItA'')

with AT&T for an ADAM product that AT&T referred to as K'roggle.'' (Pretrial Stip. at 5; Tr.

Ex. 1 3). Pursuant to the 2012 MRA and subsequent agreements between AT&T and Openpeak,

AT&T would buy permissions or ççlicenses'' from Openpeak to use the Toggle sohware
. (Aiello

Testimony). AT&T distributed some of the Toggle licenses intemally, but would primarily sell

or otherwise distribute the Toggle licenses to its entep rise customers. L1d.). Enteprise

customers were typically large companits to which AT&T provided other serviees. (f#.). When

AT&T sold Toggle licenses to an enteprise customer, AT&T would make a request for those

licenses to be provisioned to that enterprise customer through the Toggle server. (fJ.). The

Toggle server processed Toggle license provisioning requests to AT& T's entem rise customers
.

(1d.4. lf the process worked as intended, AT&T'sorder would automatically be sent to the

Toggle server, which would then automatically process the request and ensure that the entemrise
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customtr's administrator had access to the newly provisioned lictnses. (1d.4. In this scenario,

Openpeak played no role in provisioning the licenses. (1d4.

lf the Toggle server was unable to understand the AT&T order for licenses, Openpeak

would work with AT&T to manually input the order into the Toggle server. (1d.). The Toggle

software that accepted orders and provisioned licenses was located, at different times, on

AT&T's cloud-based offering, Silver Lining, or on Amazon's servers. (f#.). Once the enteprise

customer had access to the provisioned Toggle licenses, the enterprise customer's administrator

could determine exactly which employees, or end users, at the enterprise customer would receive

an invitation to use the license. (1d ). Openpeak did not have any control over which employees

or ç'end users'' got the Toggle license or whether the end user chose to activate the Toggle

license. (Id4. An end user who received a Toggle license would then be able to use Toggle

applications on their own mobile devices, downloaded from App Stores on Apple, Android, or

Blackberry. (f#.).

Openpeak's software products, including ADAM, were subject to rigorous internal

testing, including by AT&T. (f#.). At one point, AT&T sent Accenture to Openpeak to assess

the rigorousness of Openpeak's software testing. Accenture rated Openpeak's testing as a 3.5 on

a scale between 1 (worst) to 5 (best), which means that Openpeak had a reliable, repeatable

testing process. (.J#.). A rating of 2 or 2.5 would be good for a start-up company similar to

Openpeak. (Aiello Testimony).ln addition, AT&T did scalability tests of Openpeak's software

at regular intervals, with tltree or four rounds of scalability testing over a few years. (1d4. Mr.

Aiello was not aware of any scalability concerns among AT&T's entem rise custom ers using the

Toggle product. (1d ).Openpeak's software consistently passed a11 of AT&T's scalability tests.

(1d. ) .
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c. The 2012 M LSA Restructurinz

As of Q3 2013, Hercules rated Openpeak a 1$35' on its scale for monitoring the credit risks

of its loans to borrowers. (Tr. Ex. 16 1 at 1). The scale assigned a value between 1 and 5 to the

credit risk of a borrower, with 5 being the riskiest credit. (Roesler Testimony). A credit rating

of $$355 meant that Openpeak was a 'ûwatch-rated credit
.'' (Tr. Ex. 161 at 1; Roesler Testimony).

The rating also meant that Hercules projected Openpeak would either need to raise capital or

have a liquidity event within three to six months for the company to survive
. (Roesler

Testimony). Hercules monitored companies with a credit rating of 3 or higher more closely than

it did its other portfolio companies with better credit ratings
. (1d4.

In November 2013, AT&T invested $15 million dollars in Openpeak. (Gittleman

Testimony). As of December 31, 2013, Openpeak had approximately $10.8 million in cash and

receivables. (Pretrial Stip. at 6). At that time, the outstanding balance due to Hercules on the

2012 Senior Term Debt was approximately $9.3 million, not including a $1.125 million end-of-

tel'm fee. (1d.j.

i. Openpeak's lnterest in Restructuring

At the beginning of 2014, Openpeak sought to restructure 2012 M LSA to gain additional

capital from Hercules, extend the interest-only payment period
, and extend the maturity date on

the loan. (Bluestein Testimony). lt is not uncommon for Hercules to work with a borrowing

company to amend, modify, or restructure a loan to give the borrower an opportunity to succeed.

(1d. ) .

restruduring, M r. Barclay updated M s. Young and M r.

Eggbeer at Hercules on the status of Openpeak's products, its relationship with AT&T, actual

fnancial statements for ()4 2013, and tsnancial projections for 2014. (See Tr. Exs. 25-27). On

January 13, 2014, Mr. Barclay stated in an email to Hercules that Openpeak's ûimajor partners

10
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have now completed their full launch of the products in late (2013) Q4.''(Tr. Ex. 25; Pretrial

Stip. at 7). On or befort January 20, 2014, Mr. Barclay asked for and received projections from

AT&T as to AT&T's forecasted license sales for Toggle in 2014. (Barclay Testimony; Tr. Ex.

283). In an email sent to Mr. Barclay, AT&T projected Toggle license sales of 50,500 in Q1

2014, 221,000 in ()2 2014, 293,500 in Q3 2014, and 297,500 in Q4 2014, for a total of 850,000

projected Toggle license sales in 2014. (Tr. Ex. 283).

On January 22, 2014, M r. Barclay sent M s. Young and Mr. Eggbeer an email, attaching a

spreadsheet with Openpeak's revenue forecast for 2014. (Tr. Ex. 26). The spreadsheet

represented Openpeak's projected lnancial metrics, including license sales and revenue derived

therefrom. (Pretrial Stip. at 7-8; Tr. Ex. 26). Mr. Barclay relied on AT&T's projected license

sales for 2014 in formulating the financial projections that he sent to Hercules. (Barclay

Testimony; Tr. Ex. 283, 26 at 3). Openpeak's financial projections forecasted that Openpeak

would sell AT&T 861,467 Toggle licenses by the end of 2014. Ex. 26 at 3; Barclay

Testimony). The January 22 email also attached a Powerpoint presentation which stated that the

C'AT&T internal sales quota'' is :1860,000 licenses in 2014.5' (Tr. Ex. 26 at 15). The Powerpoint

also represents that Toggle itgllaunched in Q4 2014'5 at AT&T, and that ISAT&T has already

rolled g'rogglej out to over 40k of 100k targeted internal users.'' (Id).

Hercules relied on these sales and tinancialprojections in evaluating whether to

restructure the 2012 M LSA by including them in its ElManagement Case'' sedion of tht M arch

2014 New Deal Request Memo (léMarch 2014 NDRM''). (Eggbeer Testimony; Bluestein

Testimony; Tr. Ex. 168; Tr. Ex. 26 at 2-6). These financial statements directly tied Openpeak's

forecast revenue from AT& T Toggle

AT&T. (Pretrial Stip. at 8).

sales to its projected number of Toggle license sales to



On January 29, 2014, M r. Barclay emailed Mr. Eggbeer and M s. Young with d$a few

more slides'' that Openpeak had been working on. (Tr. Ex. 27 at 1).The attached Powerpoint

presentation includes a slide that reiterated Openpeak's earlier representation that AT&T's

Toggle license sales quota was 860,000 licenses for 2014. (Tr. Ex. 27 at 20). The slides also

represented to Hercules that beginning February 6th, AT&T would offer Toggle to its customers

for free pursuant to AT&T's SçGolden Ticket'' program. (Tr. Ex. 27 at 19; Eggbeer Testimony).

The Golden Ticket method was an AT&T promotion whereby AT&T subsidized Toggle and

gave it to customers at no cost in order to promote the sale of other AT&T serviees. (Gittleman

Testimony; Young Testimony). By selling licenses to its entemrise customers, AT&T sought to

tighten its relationship with those enterprise customers by providing them with a new service.

(Gittleman Testimony; Young Testimony; Eggbeer Testimony).

On February 1 1, 2014, M r. Gittleman and M r. Barclay met with Hercules' CEO M anuel

Henriquez, C1O Scott Bluestein, John Eggbter, and April Young at Hercules' oftke in Palo Alto,

California to discuss a potential restructuring of the 2012 MLSA. (Pretrial Stip. at 8) Tr. Ex. 28,

29). The next day, Mr. Hemiquez entered his notes from the meeting into a Hercules database.

(Tr. Ex. 29 at 3-4). Mr. Henriquez recounted that Mr. Gittleman and Mr. Barclay Stoutlinegdl

their rtquest for Hercules to consider extending both a new interest only period as well as re-

upsize additional capital to the company.'' (Id. at 3). Mr. Henriquez also wrote that the CSAT&T

annual sale quote for new sublscriptions) is 864,000 at $50/sub which equates to an annual

forecast of approximately $43 million in revenues. As incredible as that sounds, this company

has yet to deliver on its many prior sales forecasts.'' (f#.). Mr. He-iquez did not rely on Mr.

Barclay and M r. Gittleman's representations and required the Deal Team at Hercules to verify

the statements. (Henriquez Testimony). Mr. Henriquez described AT&T's expected sales ramp

up of Toggle licenses to 864,000 licenses, which closely tracks the projections that AT&T
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provided to Openpeak (Tr. Ex. 283) Barclay Testimony), and the resulting increase in

Openpeak's projected revenue. (Tr. Ex. 29 at 3; Henriquez Testimony; Eggbeer Testimony).

Mr. Henriquez noted that M r. Barclay and M r. Gittleman expressed interest in a new credit

facility from Htrcules that included interest-only payment periods and new capital
, and that he

replied that he would be happy to consider it if Openpeak demonstrated lstraction'' with their

product. (Tr. Ex. 29 at 4). Mr. Henriquez also stated his belief that despite Mr. Barclay and Mr.

Gittleman's rosy projections, (1) Openpeak would run out of cash by late April or early May, (2)

Openpeak's uncertain outlook depends on gradual increases in license sales
, and (3) ççthe next 60

days are critical for the com pany.'' (1d ).

Later on February 12, 2014, M r. Bluestein proposed a deal structure that would require

injecting a small amount of additional capital in Openpeak, but would enable Openpeak to

refinance al1 its existing obligations under the 2012 MLSA (including the back-end fee)
, extend

Openpeak's repayment terms, lower its monthly loan payments
, and give it the opportunity for

interest-only payment periods. (Tr. Ex. 29 at 3; Bluestein Testimony). This proposal provided

the general strudure of the March 24, 2014 loan restruduring (.12014 ARMLSA''). (Tr. Ex. 5;

Bluestein Testim ony; see Tr. Ex. 168).

ii. Hercules' M otivations to Restructure

At the same time that M r. Gittleman and M r. Barclay were inquiring about restructuring

the 2012 MLSA, Hercules was evaluating its borrowers as loan restruduring candidates so that it

could generate fee income to raise earnings for its Q1 2014 financial statements. (Henriquez

Testimony; Tr. Exs. 166, 167).

On February 14, 2014, Mr. Henriquez sent an email to Mr.Gittleman following up on

Openpeak's request for a new loan, and stating that he has 11a strong incentive to make this offer

BUT it must close before M arch 15th, thereafter less interesttd.'' (Tr. Ex. 72). Two days later,
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Mr, Henriquez sent an email tosenior members of Hercules with the subject line: 'ltime to

harvest some eamings for Q1 2014 - guys no reason to hide behind the facts, we are in deep crap

for Q1 2014 earnings given our new originations and fundings so far in Q1 2014.'' Mr.

Henriquez goes on to mention Openpeak as a çsMajor restructuring potential candidate.'' (Tr. Ex.

166). ln the same email, Mr. Hemiquez stated that he is illooking for a minimum of $2 to $3

million in fee or interest income by the end of M arch.'' M r. Hemiquez continued, ilGuys, w e

ean't miss tarnings i (sic) need al1 hands on deck to ensure that we are not going to miss

eamings. It will kill what we have a1l worked so hard to build. Dig through your portfolios, scrub

every deal, turn over every rock. . . . So honestly, i (sic) need everyone's help. We need

eanzings, find some pennies for me please.'' (1d.4.

On March 4, 2014, Mr. Hemiquez followed-up on his request for major restructuring

candidates when he sent an email to M r. Bluestein and other members of Hercules' senior

management with the subject line: çsAny updates on the major restructuring or material

modifications.'' ln the body of the email, M r. Henriquez asked SçW here are we on . . . Open peak

(sicj'' and continued 'lplease send an update and the potential dollars being generated by the

restructure.'' (Tr. Ex. 167 at 5). Jessica Barron, Hercules' Chief Financial Officer, responded to

the email and included a chart that listed the amount of ineome that would be generated from

each restruduring deal or material modifkation, along with the corresponding increase on a per

share earnings basis. (Id. at 4). Openpeak was listed on the chart.(1d. ). The chart stated that a

projected Openpeak restructuring would generate $396,1 19 in income for Hercules, amounting

to an earnings increase of $0.007 per share. (1d at 4).

iii. M arch 2014 New Deal Request M em o

In light of both Openpeak's and Hercules' desire to restructure the 2012 MLSA, Hercules

began its intem al process for approving the loan restructuring. On M arch 10, 2014, Hercules and

1 4



Openpeak, through M r. Kwon, signed a Term Sheet that outlined the essential terms of the

restructuring agreement. (Tr. Ex. 4). On March 1 1, 2014, Mr. Bluestein sent an email to the

Hercules lnvestment Committee, copying other members of the Openpeak Deal Tenm at

Hercules and attaching the New Deal Memo to restructure the 2012 MLSA (ifMarch 2014

NDRM''). (Tr. Ex. 168). ln the email, Mr. Bluestein wrote that the March 2014 NDRM reflects

çian effort to get a restruduring / new debt facility in place that makes sense for the Company

while at the same time protects and compensates gl-lercules) appropriately. . . . (1) am obviously

supportive of this proposal.'' (Tr. Ex. 168 at 1).

M r. Bluestein outlined a proposal whereby Hercules would commit a new $15 million

loan to Openpeak, divided into two tranches.(Tr. Ex. 168 at 1). In the First Tranche, due upon

signing, Hercules would loan Openpeak $10.5 million that included (1) satisfying a1l remaining

principle and interest due and the $1.125 million back-end fee of the 2012 MLSA, (2) a

$200,000 éinew facility fee'' to Hercules for the new loan, and (3) approximately $518,000 in

new capital investment. (1d ). The restructured loan would be repaid on a new 36-month term,

and contained a financial covenant whereby Openpeak was required to raise at least $ 1 5 million

in new equity by the end of M ay, with at least $5 million coming no later than April, or else there

would be an automatic event of default. (1d.4. The Second Tranche was a $4.5 million loan that

would only beeome available if Openpeak met certain performance milestones. (1d. at 1, 9).

The M arch 2014 NDRM attached to Mr. Bluestein's email outlined the terms of the

proposed restructuring and made several observations regarding the state of Openpeak. (1d at 3-

20). ln the Background and Situation Overview section, Hercules recognized that t'Since

fundings the Company has struggled to grow revenues following the cancellation of the Cisco

CIUS tablet.'' (1d. at 3). That section also noted the fssignificant strain'' on Openpeak's liquidity
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from the 2012 MLSA'S current amortization ratt, and the iiencouraging (albtit small) rtvenues''

from Openpeak's high-proûle partners, AT&T and Blackberry. (f#. at 3).

The Business Update section of the M arch 2014 NDRM accurately described the terms of

Openpeak's relationship with AT&T, including that AT&T was responsible for t'pushing the

Toggle product to end users,'' and that tçopenpeak expects 50k sublscriptionls in 1Q14 based on

AT&T internal forecasts. The 2014 target gfor AT&T Toggle lictnses) is 86411.'' (1d. at 6)

(emphasis added). Hercules noted that ttgrlecurring license/subscription revenue from existing

partnerships will need to materialize'' for Openpeak to succeed, but also pointed out that this

ticlear risk'' to the credit was ltpresent in both the current structure and the new structure
.'' (1d. at

6). Hercules also discussed the strength of Openpeak's partnership with Blackberry, which had

$1200 enterprises in trial'' and $:1811 paying licensees'' while Sfsteadily adding 2.5k subscribers per

month since launch in 3Q13.'' (f#.).

In the içFactors in Support'' section, the March 2014 NDRM recognized that (1) Hercules

would take on çtiust 600k in incremental Day l principal risk,',

financial covenant requiring $15 million in additional equity

and (2) that the affinnative

by May 31, 2014 liaddgedl

protection'' for Hercules relative to the existing loan such that it was t'specifically designed to

alleviate the risk assoeiated with a near-term liquidity issue.'' (f#.). Additionally, Hercules

recognized that tûrevenue traction is very limited at this point'' but was optimistic that there

would be more revenue traction because AT&T and Blackbeny were çiactively selling the

product to end-users.'' (f#.).

In the liRisks'' section, Hercules recognized both that Openpeak çthas shown an inability

to perform in aceordance with gits) forecasts'' and that itlhlistorical revenue from end users is still

minimal,'' with non-recurring engineering (t1NRE'') revenue constituting ûtrecent revenue of any
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significance.'' (1d. at 7).Hercules kntw that NRE revtnue was typical for a development-stage

company like Openpeak. (Eggbeer Testimony; Bluestein Testimony).

The M anagement Case section of the Memo incorporated Openpeak's financial

statements and projections provided by Mr. Barclay in the January 22 email. (Tr. Ex. 26; Tr. Ex.

168 at 8-10). The financial statements consisted of Openpeak's çiactual lnancials through

December 31, 2013, with quarterly projections thereafter.''(Tr. Ex. 168 at 8, 1 1). Openpeak

represented that it generated approximately $2.84 million in revenue in 2013, and projected that

it would generate $72.93 million in revenue in 2014. tf#. at 8). Openpeak also represented that

it lost $22.31 million in 2013, and projected that it would make $31.65 million in 2014. (1d. at

9). The çsloey lncome Statement Drivers'' listed included the projected ramp in AT&T Toggle

license sales, consistent with what AT&T represented to Openpeak to be its Toggle license sales

target for 2014 (Tr. Ex. 283). (Tr. Ex. 168 at 8). The March 2014 NDRM also noted that

'igolverall AT&T projected revenue constitutes 74.0%'9 of total 2014 projected revenue,

signifying the significance of Openpeak's relationship with AT&T. (1d4.

ln the HTGC Case, Hercules changed Openpeak's assumptions and made its own, more

pessimistic projections for Openpeak in 2014. (Tr. Ex. 168 at 1 1-13). Hercules projected that

Openpeak would generate $15.68 million in revenue in 2014. (Id. at 1 1). Hercules also

projected that Openpeak would lose $25.56 million dollars in 2014, losing $3 million more than

Openpeak lost in 201 3. (f#.). ln making this projection, Hercules assumed, contrary to

Openpeak's projections, $12Q14 growth of 0% in perpetual licenses (AT&T) and subscription

(Blackberryl.'' (1d.4. Hercules made these assumptions, which amounted to Openpeak achieving

just 20.2% of projected revenue, because it recognized that Sûltqhe Company has repeatedly

missed targets'' and that ilthe rollout of both of the above partner relationships could be

significantly slower than the Company anticipates.'' (f#.). The HTGC Case went on to project
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that Openpeak would generate just 18.0% of projected revenue in 3Q14, 19.4% for 4Q14, and

21.4% for the year. (Tr. Ex. 168 at 1 1).

d. 2014 ARM LSA between Hercules and Openpeak

On M arch 24, 2014, Hercules and Openpeak executed the çiAmended and Restated

Master Loan and Security Agreement'' (1$2014 ARMLSA''),wherein Hercules and Openpeak

agreed to restructure the 2012 M LSA
, with Hercules committing $15 million in a loan on terms

substantially the same as in the tenn sheet. (Pretrial Stip. at 8; Tr. Exs. 4, 5, 6). The Second

Amended and Restated Schedule of Terms and Conditions attached and incorporated the 2014

ARMLSA. (Pretrial Stip. at 8; Tr. Ex. 6). The 2014 ARMLSA contained the Warranties set

forth in the 2012 MLSA (Pretrial Stip. at 8) and required Openpeak to submit Compliance

Certificates accompanying financial statements that certitsed the statements complied with the

Warranties (Tr. Ex. 5 j 7.1(d), Ex. E). The agreement also contained a provision in j 7.2

ilManagement Rights'' which permitted Hercules ççto inspect the Collateral and examine and

make copies and abstracts of the books of account and records'' and û'to meet with management

and officers of Borrower to discuss such books of account and records
.'' (Tr. Ex. 5 at 14).

Upon closing of the 2014 ARM LSA and after receipt of an Advance Request Fonu from

Openpeak (Tr. Ex. 7), Hercules lent $10.5 million dollars (the lsFirst Tranche'') to Openpeak
, at a

12% interest rate. (Tr. Exs. 5, 6, 168). The proceeds of the First Tranche would tsrst go to

repaying Hereules al1 amounts remaining on the 2012 MLSA loan
, including principal balance

and interest, amounting to approximattly $8.6 million. (Tr. Ex. 5 at 7; Tr. Ex. 6, 168). The

First Tranche would also pay Hercules the $1.125 million end-of-term fee owed from the 2012

MLSA, and a $200,000 new facility fee.(Tr. Ex. 6, 168). In total, the First Tranche provided

Openpeak with approximately $518,000 in new capital.Mr. Kwon signed the 2014 ARM LSA
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and accompanying documents, and the Advance Request that Openpeak was required to sign

before the First Tranche funded. (Tr. Exs. 5, 6, 7).

e. Waiver of Financial Covenant in 2014 ARM LSA

The 2014 ARM LSA contained a new covenant that Openpeak was required to raise an

additional $15 million in new equity by May 31, 2014, raising $5 million of that amount by April

30, 2014. (Tr. Ex. 6 at 4-5). lnitially, Openpeak believed that it would meet this covenant

through a $15 million cash investment from Actium Holdings LLC (11Actium''). Openpeak and

Actium signed a Term Sheet on April 25, 2014 that outlined the terms of Actium's investment in

Openpeak. (Tr. Ex. 32 at 2-3). On April 28, 2015, Mr. Barclay forwarded the term sheet to Ms.

Young, Mr. Bluestein, and M r. Eggbeer and represented to them that Openpeak was on track to

sign the tinal documents on M ay 5 and clost the full funding by M ay 9. (Tr. Ex. 32 at 1).

Just a few days later, barely one month after Hercules and Openpeak entered into the

2014 ARM LSA, Openpeak was on the verge of an automatic event of default because Actium

decided not to invest a1l $15 million in Openpeak. (Tr. Ex. 6 at 4-5; Tr. Ex. 174). Actium

reduced its commitment to $5 million. (Tr. Ex. 174 at 2). Despite the fact that Hercules required

this financial covenant explicitly to çialleviate the risk (to Hercules) associated with a near-term

liquidity issue,'' Hercules still decided to waive the covenant. (Tr. Ex. 8). To accommodate

Openpeak and avoid an automatic event of default on the 2014 ARM LSA, Hercules agreed to

the First Amendment and W avier of the 2014 ARMLSA (llFirst W aiver').(Tr. Ex. 8). The First

W aiver included a revised financial covenant which required Openpeak to raise at least $7

million in new equity by M ay 12, 2014, and an additional $8 million ltin cash proceeds from the

sale and issuance of its equity securities and/or upfront license revenue.'' Lld. at 2). ln return for

these concessions, Hercules cancelled a 3-month interest-only period that Openpeak had earned

based on 1Q14 performance. (Tr. Ex. 8). Hercules' decision to modify the covenant on those
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tenms was not $ta shot in the dark that the company might come up with a prepay
,'' but Hercules

knew 'lthat a negotiation was underway with AT&T to secure that payment and that financing
.
''

(Eggbeer Testimony).

In the Second Amendment and Waiverof the 2014 AMRLSA (lûsecond Waiver''),

executed at the same time, Hercules and Openpeak agreed that Hercules eould loan Openpeak

additional advances. including the $4.5 million Second Tranche, regardless of whether Openpeak

reached certain financial milestones in the 2014 AM RLSA . (Tr. Ex. 9). Hercules collected

additional fees from Hercules as consideration. (1d.). Mr. Kwon signed both Waivers. (Tr. Exs.

8, 9). Mr. Kwon signed the Compliance Certiscate accompanying the April 2014 fnancial

statements. (Tr. Ex. 36 at 2). All substquent Compliance Certitkates transmitted to Hercules

certifying the financial statements were signed by M r. Barclay. (See Tr. Ex. 37 at 2; Tr. Ex. 38

at 2) Tr. Ex. 39 at 5) Tr. Ex. 42 at 5; Tr. Ex. 50 at 5)

f. Amendment 6 - The ,4 T& T Non-Refundable Prenavment

On July 22, 2014, Openpeak and AT&T executed Amendment 6 to the 2012 M RA with

AT&T. (Tr. Ex. 18). ln relevant part, Amendment 6 applied different terms and conditions to

three sets of Toggle licenses sold to AT&T. (1d.; Barclay Testimony; Gittleman Testimony).

First, AT&T would not be rtquired to pay any perpetual licensing fees on the 100
,000 lictnses

that Openpeak granted to AT&T for internal use in Amendment No. 4.(Tr. Ex. 18 at 3). Next,

AT&T agreed to pay Openpeak 158 million for 225,000 nonrefundable AT&T Toggle perpetual

licenses.'' (f#. at 3). The $8 million would be paid in two installments, but in no event later than

July 25, 2014. (f#.). Openpeak agreed to çideliver the 225,000 fully paid-up perpetual licenses

to AT&T per the following schedule:50,000 in July 2014; 55,000 in August 2014; 60,000 in

September 2014; and 60,000 in October 2014.'9 (1d at 3-4). Lastly, Amendment 6 detailed the

tigtlees for additional perpetual licenses'' beyond the 225,000 for which AT&T prepaid. Lld. at
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4) (emphasis added).Thost itlllicenst ftes will be billed for çactive users,' defned as follows:

Prior to January 1, 20 15, AT&T will pay perpetual license and maintenanee fees for Installed

Users of the applicable sohware. An çlnstalled User' is an End User that has installed AT&T

Toggle on at least one device that has been registered on an AT&T Toggle Server
.'' (Tr. Ex. 18

at 4).

Hercules' claim of GAAP non-compliance primarily revolves around the methodology of

reporting the revenue derived from the AT&T prepayment
. Each month between July and

October, 2014, Openpeak recognized as revenue a portion of the $8 million nonrefundable

payment that corresponded to the number of licenses that Openpeak delivered to AT&T as pal4

of Amendment 6's license delivery schedule. (Farmer Testimony; Barclay Testimony). With

respect to the Amendment 6 nonrefundable license sale to AT&T, Openpeak decided to

recognize revenue in this manner in part based on consultations it had with its independent

auditing firm, Mayer Hoffman Mccnnn (tiMHM ''). (Barclay Testimony; Tr. Exs. 224, 227).

W hen Openpeak and AT&T were drafting Amendment 6
, M r. Barclay sought unofficial

guidance from Jeremy Ahwee and M ichael Pecchia of M HM as early as M ay 30
, 2014, for their

thoughts on how Openpeak should recognize revenue from AT&T's $8 million payment
.

(Barclay Testimony; Tr. Exs. 224, 227).

Jeremy Ahwee, a CPA, was a director and shareholder with MHM who was responsible

for conducting an independent audit of Openpeak for FY 2012 and 2013
. (Ahwee Testimony).

MHM, M r. Ahwee, and M r. Pecchia were not contracted by Openpeak to detenuine how

Openpeak should recognize the revenue from Amendment 6, but provided unofficial guidance as

part of their ongoing relationship with Openpeak. (1d.).

On Junc 25, 2014, Mr. Barclay emailed Mr. Ahwee and M r. Pecchia a draft of

Amendment 6 and asked for their thoughts on revenue recognition because he wanted itto make



sure we are structuring it correctly to recognize the upfront revenue per the schedule.'' (Tr. Ex.

227 at 4). Mr. Ahwee asked Mr. Barclay a series of questions designed to get a better

understanding of Amendment 6 and suggested adding language that the pep etual licensing fee

was k'non-refundable.'' (f#. at 3). Mr. Barclay acknowledged Mr. Ahwee's suggestion and

tiincluded nonrefundable language'' in Amendment 6. (Tr. Ex. 228 at 2). After Mr. Barclay

asked for final comments from M r. Ahwte on the draft of Amendment 6, M r. Ahwee laid out his

assumptions, stated that he tsdid not note any other ittm'' in Amendment 6, and that one of the

çimain items'' was Sçthe non-refundable perpetual licensing fee and the removal of any outs (such

as any acceptance clauses relative to the Toggle licensesl.'' (1d at 1). Mr. Ahwee concluded liif

the contrad stipulates the above items, as intended, we believe that the Company would be able

to mtet the rtvenue reeognition criteria.'' (1d.4. Mr. Barclay also viewed 1ij 985-605, Software -

Revenue Recognition,'' the AICPA revenue recognition standard applicable to the Amendment 6

Toggle license sale, in an effort to ensure Openpeak's revenue recognition was GAAP-

compliant. (Tr. Ex. 235 at 2).

g. Openpeak Revenue. June 2014

On Junt 23, 2014, Mr. Barday sent Mr. Eggbeer an tmail, attaching Openpeak's M ay

2014 financial statements, and representing that Stwe are wrapping up the AT&T deal this week

so we should touch base aher that. June is shaping up to be our best month everl'' (Tr. Ex. 37 at

1). Mr. Barclay signed the attached Compliance Certificate for the May 2014 tinancial

statements certifying their compliance with the Warranties. (Tr. Ex. 37 at 2).

On July 30, 2014, Mr. Barclay sent an email to Mr. Eggbeer, copying M r. Bluestein and

Ms. Young, forwarding Openpeak's June and Q2 2014 certified financials. (Tr. Ex. 38). Mr.

Barclay stated that 'swe had a great Q2 (and especially June) that was nearly double our revenue

in Ql . Even more exciting, we closed the AT&T deal, including $8M of additional funding in



July.'' (f#.). The accompanying Gnancialstatement represented that Openpeak generated

$2,377,306 in lictnse sales revenue in June 2014, and $4,097,270 for Q2 2014. (f#. at 4). Mr.

Barclay signed the Compliance Certificate attached to the email certifying that the ()2 2014 and

June 2014 financials complied with the Warranties. (Tr. Ex. 38 at 2).

A dispute arose between AT&T and Openpeak about whether the Amendment 6

prepayment covered Toggle licenses AT&T purehased in June 2014. On August 1, 2014, AT&T

emailed Chris Hill, President of Openpeak, writing ilneed the june gsicj licenses settled in the

new model.'' (Tr. Ex. 300 at On August 4, 2014, Hill disputed that AT&T's purchase of

Toggle licenses in June was covered by Amendment 6, noting: (:All throughout the last two plus

months of trying to get the new agreement elosed, 1 am not aware of a single conversation at any

level or at any time that set the expectation that the agreement would need to be retroactive
, nor

does the fnal agrtement support rdroactive application. . . . The pre-paid license allocation gin

Amendmcnt 6) is clearly set forth in the agreement running from July thru Od.'' (Id. at 1).

Since Openpeak believed that Am endment 6 did not cover any June 2014 Toggle license

purchases, on August 5, 2014, Mr. Farmer sent an email to AT&T
, copying Mr, Barclay and M r.

Silvern, and attaching an invoice for June licenses for AT&T's Sfreview and payment.'' (Tr. Ex.

302 at 2). On August 6, 2014, AT&T replied, stating: ç$1n light of the agreement on June

settlement between Openpeak and AT&T 1 have sent the Junt settlement report to gMr. Silvernl.

There are no additional licenses to be purchased at this time.

resubmit with the maintenance fees only,'' tf(f at 2). Mr.

Please withdraw your invoice and

Barclay responded later that day,

stating that t'gtjhere has been no agreement on the June settlement that would change our invoice.

We will not be withdrawing our invoice at this time.'' (1d.j.

That same day, AT&T em ailed M r. Silvern stating: CCAT&T and Openpeak have agreed

to use the tlrst installment of 50k licenses purchased as part of Amendment 6 to apply to the June
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EOM  demand. . . . The additional 50k licenses increases our acquired license pool to 57
,747 and

covers the 47,951 licenses in effect as of June 30. No additional licenses need to be purchased at

this time.'' (1d at 1). In response, Mr. Barclay wrote: ç$We have not agreed to apply any of the

licenses in Amendmept 6 to the June demand. Thank you for finally providing the June report

but you can expect that we will be submitting a dispute letter tomorrow
.'' (Tr. Ex. 302 at 1).

The evidence indicates that AT&T did not dispute how many licenses it purchased in

June, but rather whether it was rcquired to pay for those licenses in light of Amendment 6's $8

million payment for 225,000 Toggle licenses. M r. Gittleman and M r. Barclay testified that

AT&T owed Openpeak money from AT&T's license purchases in June 2014
, and that after the

parties agreed to Amendment 6 on July 22, AT&T wanted Openpeak to lump those licenses in

with the licenses purchased for $8 million so that AT&T did not have to pay Openpeak

additional money. (Gittleman Testimony; Barclay Testimony). When Openpeak invoiced

AT&T, Openpeak reasonably believed that it was due to be paid for the licenses that AT&T

purchased in June, and AT&T did not dispute that they purchased those licenses
. (Barclay

Testimony; Farmer Testimony).

M r. Eggbeer claimed that if he had known at the time that Openpeak's June revenue

numbers were incorrect, Hercules would have exercised the deposit account control agreements

under the 2014 ARM LSA, Wswept'' the $7 million in cash that Openpeak had in its accounts
, and

k'moved to monetize the remaining assets to recover'' as much as Hercules could beyond the

cash. (Eggbeer Testimony). However, 1 am not persuaded that Openpeak acted in bad faith or

violated GAAP in its recognition of revenue from June 2014 license sales. The evidence shows

that AT&T did not dispute how many licenses it purchased in June 2014 and that Openpeak

recognized revenue from the sale of those licenses in the same way it had in previous months
.
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Mr. Barclay reasonably believed that Amendment 6 did not include licenses purchased in June

2014.

h. Onenpeak Revenue. Julv - Septem ber 2014

On August 28, 2014, Mr. Barclay emailed Openpeak's financials for July 2014 to

Hercules, along with the Complianct Certificate signed by M r. Barclay. (Tr. Ex. 99 at 6). Mr.

Barclay wrote, Stgwle had anothtr grtat month with $2M of revenue that was in line with our

forecast.'' tf#. at 1). The financial statements represented that Openpeak had earned $1,983,369

in revenue in July. (1d. at 3). Mr. Barclay also wrote that (sAugust is shaping up to be our best

month ever based on some of the deals we know have closed already.'' (Tr. Ex. 99).

Mr. Barclay sent an email to Mr. Eggbeer, copying Mr. Bluestein and M s. Young, on

September 1 8, 2014, in which he stated: $kW e had an AW ESOM E month with $3.5M of revenue

and $800K of EBITDA! Both AT&T and BlackBerry have both been exeeuting really well. . . .''

(Tr. Ex. 42 at 1). The email attached Openpeak's August 2014 financials and a Compliance

Certificate signed by Mr. Barclay (1d at 5) that represented to Hercules that Openpeak had

earned $3,460,205 in revenue in August (Id at 2). Mr. Eggbeer testified that Mr. Barclay and

Mr. Gittleman represented to him that the August 2014 revenue figure was the result of license

sales. (Eggbeer Testimony). This representation was accurate, as the revenue recognized in

August 2014 was derived,

pursuant to Amendment 6,

in part, from Openpeak's delivery of Toggle licenses to AT&T

and Openpeak's corresponding revenue recognition. (Barclay

Testimony; Farmer Testimony). Openpeak's revenue statements from July, September, and

October were also the result of license sales because they were derived, in part, from recognizing

revenue from AT&T's $8 million payment corresponding to the delivery of Toggle licenses.

(1d. ).



i. Discussions About Second Tranche Loan

i. O ctober 2014 M eeting

Beginning in late September 2014, M r. Gittleman and Mr. Barclay reached out to

Hercules about the potential to draw down on the $4.5 million Second Tranche in the 2014

ARMLSA. (See Tr. Ex. 43). On September 30, 2014, Mr. Gittleman wxote an email to Mr.

Henriquez stating: StW e've really been crushing it lately, revenue has been growing through the

roof and we'll have over $ 1.5M EBITDA in September.'' (f#.). ln the email, Mr. Gittleman

inquired whether Mr, Henriquez was available to meet in early October. (f#,).

On Octobtr 9, 2014, Mr. Gittleman and Mr. Barclay met with Mr. Henriquez in Palo

Alto, California to discuss the possibility of drawing down on the Second Tranche. (Tr. Exs. 45,

46., Gittleman Testimony', Henriquez Testimony). During the meeting, Mr. Gittleman, Mr.

Henriquez and M r. Barclay discussed Openpeak's financial performance and its relationship

with AT&T. (Tr. Ex. 46; Henriquez Testimony).

In an email to senior members of Hercules involved with Openpeak, M r. Henriquez

recounted the meeting. (Tr. Ex. 46). Mr. Hemiquez wrote: dtFully recognizing that Dan is the

vonstant salcsman, but also seeing that he is a man with passion and religion to what he is

attempting to accomplish, things are matcrially improved at the company.'' (/#. at

regard to AT&T, Mr. Hcnriquez wrote that Mr. Gittleman represented that AT&T was isselling

W ith

over 200,000 (Toggle licenses) per month'' but that 'fwhen ghel pressed gMr. Gittlemanl as to

how gmanyl of those licenses have been tumed on the number was dramatically lower.'' (1d.).

Henriquez continued, stating that M r. Gittleman represented that Openpeak çtrecently issued a

self install to make the feature easier to enable'' which Mr. Gittleman believed would

Stdramatically increase the number of users.'' (/#.). Hercules was aware of the S'dramatically''

low adivations of AT&T Toggle licenses by October 9
, at the latest. M r. Henriquez also said
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that he observtd tht new applications isup and rurming and more importantly i gsic) witnessted)

what a new user would experience on enabling the Openpeak solution which was amazing.
''

(1d ).

Mr. Henriquez also wrote that M r. Gittleman stated he anticipated Openpeak would be

''receiving expressions of interest to be acquired,'' and that in advance of sueh activity, Openpeak

wanted to bolster its liqùidity $%y $3-$5 million'' and would prefer to do that in the fonm of dldebt

financing.'' (1d. at 2; Henriquez Testimony). Mr. Htnriquez concluded that çstht company has

demonstrably made advances that i gsicj was not expecting to see'' and that lçwe should follow up

and things appears gsicj to be progressing quite well, which would al1 need to be confirmed and

evidencc supporting these claims validated.'' (J#.).

ii. O ctober 14 Em ail: Toggle Licenses and Activations

On Odober 14, 2014, M r. Barclay sent M r. Eggbeer and M s. Young an email containing,

among other things, Openpeak's financial statements for the month of September 2014. (Tr. Ex.

47). ln the email, Mr. Barclay stated: isour September Revenue was $4.4M and EBITDA was

$1.6M based on continued strong performance from AT&T and BlackBerry. . . . Overall ()3 was

a fantastic quarter for Open Peak with 165K licenses sold to AT&T and 155K licenses sold to

BlackBerry.'' (Tr. Ex. 47 at 1). The accompanying financial statement for Openpeak represented

to Hercules that Openpeak generated $4,41 1,232 in revenue for September 2014. (1d at 3). The

email also made certain representations as to GtAT&T Q3 Sales'' and attached a report from

AT&T that listed the total number of licenses provisioned to each AT&T enteprise customer,

and thc total number of provisioned licenses that were $1in use.''(1d. at 7- 10). Mr. Barclay wrote

that the attaehment tdshows AT&T sales of 415K licenses in Q3, far more than the 165K licenses

Open Peak (sicl recognized as revenue. The gremaining) 250K licenses (415 - 165 = 250) will be

recognized as they are activated in :#.'' (1d. at 1) (emphasis added).



Consistent with Mr. Barclay's representations in the email
, the attached AT&T Q3 Sales

Report listed 413,252 licenses provisioned by AT&T to its enterprise customers
, withjust 335 of

those licenses iiin use.'' (1d at 7-10). Mr. Barclay's email and attachments confilnned to

Hercules that (1) the revenue numbers Mr. Barclay had reported in July through September were

not based on activations of the licenses that Openpeak sold to AT&T under Amendment 6
, and

(2) Openpeak would recognize revenue from the sale of any additional licenses to AT&T when

those licenses were activated. (1d4.

Mr. Barclay's October 14 email also made representations as to the SWT&T ()4 Pipeline''

and attached a report with more detail. (Tr. Ex. 47). Mr. Barclay represented that (tAT&T has

over 2M licenses to 225 different enterprise accounts (see chart on left side of tsrst pagel.'' (Tr.

Ex. 47 at 1). The attached report listed a Stgrand total'' of 233 enterprise accounts at AT&T for

which Toggle licenses had been approved through the Golden Ticket program
, amounting to a

pipeline of 2,087,763 Toggle licenses. (1d). These AT&T documents represented to Mr.

Barclay and Hercules that AT&T had a strong sales pipeline for Toggle
, even though few end

users had activated Toggle at that point.

iii. October 15 AT&T Settlement Re: June 2014 License Dispute

On October 15, 2014, Openpeak and AT&T entered into a çssettlement Agreement and

Mutual Release'' (CûAT&T Settlemenf') that stated in part:

For purposes of claritication going forward (post-lune 2014): Payment for
pemetual licenses fees beyond 225,000 new net active users will be paid

according to Amendment 6. No perpetual license fees will be due from AT&T
during the period July 2014 to December 2014 unless AT&T provisions more
than the 225,000 net new licenses to Active Users.

(Tr. Ex. 19 at 1-2). This provision meant that before AT&T paid Openpeak pemetual license

fees for Toggle licenses sold in excess of the 225
,000 prepaid licenses in Amendment 6, at least

225,000 end users would have to activate their Toggle licenses. (Barclay Testimony).
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The AT&T Settltmtnt also resolvtd the dispute betwten AT&T and Optnpeak about

whether the Toggle licenses AT&T purchased in June 2014 were included in Amendment 6, and

whether AT&T was required to separately pay Openpeak for those licenses. (Tr. Ex. 19 at 1 ; Tr.

Ex. 1 17). As the signiticantly larger company with greater leverage, AT&T had the power to

didatt its rtlationship with Openpeak. (Gittleman Testimony; Barclay Testimony). The AT&T

Settlement agretment resulted in Openptak not being able to recognize revenue in June 2014

from the licenses that AT&T bought during that month. (f#.).

iv. October 17 Email: Openpeak Financial Statements and Projections

Two days later, on October 17, 2014, M r. Barclay emailed M r. Eggbeer and M s. Young,

attaching Openpeak's actual fnancial statements from January through September 2014. (Tr.

Ex. 48 at 4). lnstead of listing the same $2,377,306 in revenue for June 2014 that Openpeak had

reported on July 30, 2014 (Tr. Ex.38 at 3), Junt 2014 revenue was listed as just $122,564, all

coming from license support and maintenance fees. (Tr. Ex. 48 at 4, 6). Mr. Barclay testified

that Openpeak restated its June 20 14 revenue as a result of the AT&T Settlement entered on

October 15, 2014. (Barclay Testimony). Mr. Eggbeer testified that he and Mr. Barclay spoke

about Optnpeak's June 2014 revenue restatement, which affected Openpeak's 92 2014 revenue,

around the time that Mr. Barclay sent Mr. Eggbeer the adual Q3 2014 finandals on Odober 17,

and that he was satisfied with Mr. Barclay's explanation for the restatement. (Eggbeer

Testimony; Barclay Testimony; Tr. Ex. 117 at 1). Hercules was aware of the restated June 2014

revenue numbers by October 17, before Hercules decided to make the Second Tranche loan. (Tr.

Ex. 48 at 4, 6).

The financial statements contained detailed financial information about the type of

revenue generated from ATAT, including whether the revenue was derived from NRE, pem etual

license fees, or support and m aintenance fees
, and gave projected tinancials and license sales for
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October 2014 through December 2015. (Tr. Ex. 48 at 4).

cumulative AT& T license sales from July through October

The spreadsheet reprtsented that: (1)

2014 directly track the license

delivery schedule in Amendment 6 and the revenue recognized upon delivery thereof; and (2)

Openpeak projected sales of 100,000 Toggle licenses in November 2014, corresponding to $2.8

million in revenue, and sales of 150,000 Toggle licenses in December 2014, corresponding to

$5.5 million in revenue. (Tr. Ex. 48 at 4).

v. October 21 Email: çicrossover'' from Amendment 6 Prepayment

On October 21, 2014, M r. Eggbeer asked M r, Barclay in an email t'when the crossover

on the AT&T prepay gwas) projected to happen.'' (Tr. Ex. 49 at 1). Mr. Barclay responded

iigelnd of this month.'' (1d.4. Mr. Eggbeer followed up, asking Mr. Barclay whether tsthe license

counts in the forecast ghad) been updated to retled actual licenses through September 2014,'' and

Mr. Barclay responded, i$Yes.'' Lld. ; Barclay Testimony', Eggbeer Testimony).

Mr. Eggbeer assumed that this itcrossover'' meant that Openpeak had t'sold through'' the

225,000 licenses that were the subject of the $8 million prepay sale to AT&T. (Eggbeer

Testimony). Mr. Eggbeer believed that by the end of October, Openpeak would have delivered

all of the 225,000 Toggle licenses to AT&T and would have recognized all of the $8 million as

revenue, and that Openpeak was now moving to a çspay as you go relationship'' with AT&T, with

Openpeak çigenerating additional operating cash flow.'' (.J#.).

M r. Eggbeer testified that Mr. Barclay told him that the 1ow activation issue was

rimarily technical in nature, and that Openpeak was working on a fix tàat would enable endP

users to self-install the software. (f#.).This testimony was consistent with Mr. Hemiquez's

contemporaneous notes of his meeting with Mr. Gittleman and Mr. Barclay. (Tr. Ex. 46). As

early as January 20 14, Mr. Barclay represented to Hercules that Openpeak was working on

making the activation process easier for end users. (Tr. Ex. 27 at 22). Hercules did not provide
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evidenee to show that Openpeak did not release a ttself install'' or was not working on a technical

solution to enable easier activation. The representations of M r
. Barclay and M r. Gittleman

regarding technical solutions to the low Toggle license activations did not change the fact that

Hercules was aware that Openpeak did not control Toggle license activation
, that an end user

had to decide to activate the license, and that activation by end users was low .

j. October 2014 New Deal Request Memo

On October 23, 2014, M s. Young and M r. Eggbeer published another New Deal M emo

for the $4.5 million Second Tranche ('toct 2014 NDRM''). (Tr. Ex. 180). The Oct 2014 NDRM

outlined the terms of the Second Tranche and made several observations as to the state of

Openpeak. (Tr. Ex. 1 80). As with all loans and restructurings, Hercules relied on the Oct 2014

NDRM in deciding to give the Second Tranche to Openpeak. (Eggbeer Testimony; Bluestein

Testimony). A critical fador in Hercules' decision to loan Openpeak the Second Tranche was

that Openpeak was likely to be acquired within the next six months, thereby resulting in

Hercules being repaid in full on its loan. (See Tr. Ex. 180). At the time the Od 2014 NDRM

was prepared, and consistent with Mr. Gittleman and M r. Barclay's representations to Mr.

Henriquez at the Odober 9 meeting, Openpeak was receiving expressions of interest about being

acquired. (Tr. Ex. 46; Henriquez Testimony)

ln the tiBackground and Situation Overview'' sedion, the Od 2014 NDRM details the

relevant facts regarding Openpeak's request for the Second Tranche. (Tr. Ex. l80 at 1-2). The

Memo noted the ramp in revenue from Q1 through Q3 2014 and the ttsignitscant backlog of

4Q14 sales,'' which Stculminated in the receipt of two inbound LOIs.'' (1d. at 1). An iiinbound

LOl'' was an unsolicited Letter of lntent to acquire Openpeak. (Eggbeer Testimony). The LO1

that was ilcredible enough to pursue'' came from  Synchronoss
, a $1.8 billion market cap public

company that valued Openpeak at $300 million. (Tr. Ex. 180 at 1). The Memo noted that the



Openpeak Board of Directors ttapproved moving forward with final negotiations'' to be acquired

and that Hercules reviewed Synchronoss' LOI to acquire Openpeak and ûlconfirmledj its

authenticity.'' (1d4. Hercules was aware that Openpeak's 3Q 2014 revenues tswere credited

against the AT&T prepay'' and that Openpeak had ltnot collected customer payments in several

months.'' (1d4. This representation underscores the fact that Hercules was aware that the

revenue Openpeak recognized in Q3 2014, from July through September, was derived from

AT&T's $8 million prepayment pursuant to Amendment 6. ln light of Mr
. Barclay's October 14

email which included the low number of activations of Toggle licenses among AT&T's

enterprise customers, Hercules knew that Openpeak's recognition of the Q3 2014 revenue was

not tied to Toggle activations. (See Tr. Ex. 47 at 7-10). The tûBackground and Situation

Overview'' section concludes:

The Company will need a minimum of $3.0 million in new capital to reach 1Q15,
at which time collections from 4Q14 will start to hit the balance sheet.
M anagement wants to solidify the balance sheet in anticipation of negotiating a

deûnitive agreement. They have asked us to consider ftmding $4.5 million to
bridge the Company through the sales process and into cash tlow positive

operations in 1Q15. The Deal Team views this as short term capital, and it is
priced accordingly.

(Tr. Ex. 180 at 1).

The three potential repayment scenarios listed in the Retum Analysis section a11

envisioned Openpeak being acquired or some other ççexit event.'' (Tr. Ex. 180 at 3). Hercules

believed that the 'lmost likely scenario'' was '%that the Company will enter a definitive agrttment

to be acquired within the next six months'' 'kggliven the activity around the incoming LO1s, and

the board's receptiveness to the opening terms.'' (1d.4. Nowhere in Hercules' return scenarios is

there any mention of Openpeak's historical or projeded revenue as a fador in Hercules being

repaid.
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In the içBusiness Update'' section, Hercules represented that it understood Openpeak was

close to licrossover'' from Amendment 6's prepayment and tswill soon revert to pay-as-you-go at

the original price.'' (1dL at 4). The Memo went on to say that 'WT&T has sold through 413
,000

licenses of whichjust l 82,000 have been recognized. The remaining -230,000 sold licenses will

be recognized in 4Q14 with crossover on the prepayment agreement' occurring at the end of

October 2014. . . . Further, AT&T has a 4Q14 pipeline of more than 2,000,000 licenses.'' (1d at

4). Hercules concluded the section by noting that éilajs has happened with past budgets,
''

Openpeak had not met the relevant revenue targets that would have allowed it to draw down on

the $4.5 million Second Tranche. (Tr. Ex. 180 at 4). Despite this, Hercules wrote that the Deal

Team and Mr. Bluestein itbelievled) the Company (had) turned a corner'' and that progress with

its resale partnerships ç'along with the Entemrise Value data point of the LOI leaves us

comfortable that an increased exposure would be well protected.'' (1d.).

In the çiFactors in Support'' section, Hercules did not rely on any specisc revenue

projections from Openpeak's relationship with Hercules, but instead is focused on the

''enterprise value'' of the company. (1d. at 4-5). First, Hercules noted that AT&T's $8 million

prepayment çkfor the right to give the software away to its end users'' %iconstitutes a significant

demonstration of (Openpeak'sl underlying value.'' Lld. at 4). Hercules also wrote that

l'gtlraction from AT&T .. . has arrived and examination of the backlog suggests that it will

continue into 2015.'' (Tr. Ex. 180 at 4). However, although Hercules believed there was traction

with AT&T license sales, Hercules knew about the 1ow levels of Toggle license activations.

Hercules noted the low adivations as a tsRisk'' in the next section of the 2014 Oct NDRM  when

it wrote that ûtgwlhile the eontinued sales from AT&T tell a compelling story, very few end users

have activated the service . . . should it continue in perpetuity, AT&T will eventually have to

respond.'' (Tr. Ex. 1 80 at 5). Hercules knew that iûAT&T at some point would become
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concerned if thgel (low activationj challenge remained.'' (Eggbeer Testimony). Hercules was

aware of the risk that AT&T would stop paying Openpeak for a produd that their entemrise

customers were not actually using. (Eggbeer Testimony). ln addition, Hercules wrote in the Oct

2014 NDRM that tû-f'he Deal Team is comfortable with gthe low end user activation) scenario''

for the llprimary reason'' that %tAT&T has used the activation team as a profit center
, often

charging $1,000 or more to turn on the software.'' (Tr. Ex. 180 at 5). Hercules also justified this

risk based on its belief that license activations at AT&T would follow the same trend as the rapid

license activations at Blackberry once Openpeak released a self install for the software
. (1d ).

Hercules was aware of the low activations and attendant risks
, but hoped that AT&T would

replicate the success that Openpeak had with Blackberry in activating licenses through a self

install patch.

The second ilFador in Support'' reiterated Hercules' foeus on Openpeak being sold as a

motivating factor for the Second Tranche, noting that Openpeak had itentered a sale process and

(hadj already received two offers at more than 21x the proposid (Hercules) exposure.'' (1d.).

The second iiFactor in Support'' further noted: Sç-l-here is a reasonable likelihood that the

Company will enter a definitive agreement in the short term . . . .'' (f#.). As is the case

throughout the Oct 2014 NDRM , Hercules believed that Openpeak would be acquired in the

l'shol't tenn'' and relied on that belief in deciding to give Openpeak the Second Tranche. The

final SçFactor in Support'' indicated that in deciding to loan Openpeak the Second Tranche,

Hercules was not as concerned with Openpeak's revenue projections as it was with Openpeak's

diability to raise significant equity.'' (f#.).

ln the dtRisks'' section, Hercules noted that it dfhas been down this path with Openpeak

before'' regarding an earlier potential sale of the company where the tçprocess extended well

beyond initial managem ent estim ates and was eventually abandoned after the board concluded
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that the acquirer was no longer serious about the transaction
.'' (1d.). Thus, even though Hercules

viewed the $4.5 million loan as a short-term bridge through the sales process
, Hercules

recognized the risk that the sale would not be completed
.

Hercules incomorated Openpeak's financial and license sale

Barclay's October 17 em ail into the M anagem ent Case section
. (Tr. Ex. 48; Tr. Ex.

projedions from Mr.

180 at 7).

Openpeak represented that they generated approximately $14.25 million through 3Q 2014, and

projected generating an additional $17.54 million in Q4 2014 alone. (Tr. Ex. 180 at 7). Hercules

incoporated Openpeak's lower, restated June 2014 revenue into the çiM anagement Case'' of the

Oct 2014 NDRM. (Tr. Ex. 180 at 7). The Oct 2014 NDRM projected that dionce the $8.0

million AT&T prepayment is absorbed (expected around October 31, 2014) the company will

start to generate meaningful free cash tlow.'' (Tr. Ex. 180 at 9). Openpeak's projections were

premised on end users at AT&T's enterprise customers activating at least 225
,000 total Toggle

licenses by the end of 2014.(Tr. Ex. 48; Tr. Ex. 180 at 7; Barclay Testimony). Mr. Barclay

testified that even though just 335 Toggle licenses were activated by AT&T's enterprise

customers, his Q4 2014 projections were reasonable because: (1) Blackberry's end users

activated licenses at a similar trajectory (Tr. Ex. 180 at 5); (2) AT&T had shown the ability to

activate a large number of licenses in a short period with a previous company, Mobile Iron; (3)

AT&T had the ability to do a large roll-out of licenses, as it had done internally in Q1 2014 (Tr.

Ex. 26 at 15)) (4) AT&T's sales team was incentivized to push out the licenses and mett sales

targets (Tr. Ex. 283; Tr. Ex. 26 at 3); (5) AT&T's Golden Ticket sales pipeline had led to the

approval of over 2 million licenses for enterprise customers (Tr. Ex. 47 at 13); and (6) Openpeak

could meet these projections if just a few enterprise users who were already provisioned Toggle

licenses activated them (Tr. Ex. 47 at 7-10). (Barclay Testimony). If the five enterprise

customers that were provisioned the greatest number of Toggle licenses activated them, more
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than 225,000 Toggle licenses would be activated and Openpeak would generate revenue from

AT&T in Q4. (Tr. Ex. 47 at 7-10). While Mr. Barclay's projections were aggressive
, they were

not necessarily unreasonable or made in bad faith.

(Tr. Exs. 505, 506). After reviewing

the M emo, Kristan O'Colmor, a portfolio credit manager at Hercules, called the Second Tranche

an itlelxcellent opportunity to get paid richly for what might well be a short tenn accommodation

Hercules circulated the Oct 2014 NDRM internally.

with low/medium risk given LO1. Seems like our confdence on the sale is relatively high and

this is good validation for our thesis of strong genterprise value) for debt coverage (21x).'' (Tr.

Ex. 505 at 2). Ms. O'Connor also cited Openpeak's Stldlemonstrated ability to raise new equity''

and the tkgsqtrong pipeline of license revenue'' as reasons why she was in favor of loaning the

Second Tranche. (f#.).

M s. O'Connor also followed up on a risk cited in the M emo regarding the 1ow end-user

adivations of 'toggle at AT&T, asking Viis this underlying fact known to the prospedive buyers?

If not, is this an Achilles heel to a perspective sale and/or valuation?'' (1d4. Mr. Roesler

responded to M s. O'Cormor's email that he would also ttlike to understand that Activation of

license risk a bit better .. . with AT&T'' and that he was going to eall Mr. Eggbeer ûçto get an

education on the topic.'' (1d. at 1).

ln the same email, M r. Roesltr also expresstd support for loaning the Second Tranche

when he wrote: 1iI like this deal . . . 1 like the stickiness of both customers (AT&T / BB) .

especially with BB activating more licenses . . . almost has a cult following.'' (ftf). Mr. Roesler

went on to write that the Second Tranche provided Slgreat return (over likely very short term) . . .

only going a few million more than we put out originally and the risk profile now is much better

than 18 months ago.'' (f(f).
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On October 30, 2014, Hercules loaned Openpeak the $4.5 million Second Tranche

pursuant to the 2014 ARMLSA. (Pretrial Stip. at 1 1).

k. Post-second Tranche Fundinz

After Hercules funded the Second Tranche, Openpeak worked with Synchronoss as the

company conducted diligence to acquire Openpeak. (Tr. Exs. 146, 415, 416).As Synchronoss

conducted due diligence, it communicated to Openpeak that it was çsworried'' about Openpeak's

$122511 license Shole''' such that tigtjhey realize that before we get 225k active licenses revenue

will be zero.'' (Tr. Ex. 146 at 1). Thus, Synchronoss, having only conducted due diligence on

Openpeak for a short period of time by November 1 1. 2014, was already aware that Openpeak's

future revenue at AT&T was tied to end-user activations. (f#.).As of November 18, 2014, Mr.

Gittleman represented to the Board of Directors at Openpeak that he believed the transaction

between Openpeak and Synchronoss would be completed by çûthe last week of December 2014

and the Erst week of January 2015.5' (Tr. Ex. 416 at 2). By December 29, 2014, Synvhronoss

had terminated its efforts to acquire Openpeak. (Tr. Ex. 417 at 1).

i. GW e did see this coming, you may recall . . .b'

After the Synchronoss deal to acquire Openpeak fell tllrough, Hercules knew that its $4.5

million Second Tranche would not bridge Openpeak through any sale, and that Openpeak would

need more funding Stto make it through even the shortest of diligence cycles.'' (Tr. Ex. 186 at 1).

Openpeak identified another $5 million in bridge funding from another company, but Hercules

believed that ktthe terms'' that Openpeak gave to the company were ççrich (3x at salel.'' (1d at 1).

Accordingly, Hercules believed it was 'sghlard to imagine gopenpeak) being willing to approach''

AT&T and Blackberry for additional funding on those terms because it would signify that

Openpeak is iicompletely over a barrel and would destroy any leverage they might have in

negotiating anything down the line.'' (1d.). In light of Openpeak's failed acquisition and
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precarious tinancial position, M s. Young emailed Mr
. Eggbeer, M r. Bluestein, and Mr. Roesler

on January 8, 201 5, writing: éiW e did see this coming
, you may recall, when they agreed to take

AT&T's investment as a prepay instead of real equity. The surprise is the slow activation that

the company told us about in the fall . . . .'' (Tr. Ex. 186). W hen AT&T decided to buy licenses

from Openpeak instead of doing an equity investment
, Hercules realized that AT& T was not

interested in investing in the long-term development of Openpeak
. (Young Testimony).

ii. Durkin Report: Openpeak's Financials are Sslblasically clean''

Hercules decided to do a Eeld examination of Openpeak's books and records afler

Synchronoss backed out of its acquisition of Openpeak. On January 20, 2015, M r. Rocsler

emailed Chris Tenaglia from the Durkin Group, copying M r. Eggbeer, writing that Durkin's key

focus points should include the içlrjamp up of pre-paid licenses being activated by AT&T.'' (Tr.

Ex. 497a at 1). Mr. Roesler went on to write that Hercules 'treally wantgedl to see if forensically

any funny business is going on here by taking a thorough look at the accounting (how the ledgers

flow through to the fins, etc. . .).'' (Tr. Ex. 497a at 1).

Between February 2 and February 5, 2015, the Durkin Group conducted a field

examination of Openpeak.(Tr. Ex. 192). Hercules believed that the examination conducted by

the Durkin Group was the appropriate mechanism to investigate Openpeak's books and records.

The Durkin Report characterized the scope of the fseld examination as t(a review of cash,

accounts receivable, accounts payable, and financials . . for the thirteen months ended

12/31/14.5' (Tr. Ex. 193 at 3). Based on this review, the Durkin Report did not find any fraud or

misrepresentation in Openpeak's books and records or with respect to its revenue recognition

policies. (Tr. Ex. 193). Durkin also çsreviewed theinvoices to the monthly activity reports

provided by the customers for monthly billing'' and found that tsthe issued invoices were

supported without exception to the customer provided activity reports.'' (Tr. Ex. 193 at 8). On
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February 12, 2015, M r. Roesler wrote an email to M r. Bluestein and others stating that the

Durkin Report found that Openpeak's financials were Stgblasically clean.'' (Tr. Ex. 193 at 1).

iii. N o Notice of Default or lm pairm ent of Loan

Hercules never sent Openpeak a notice of default based on any alleged material

misrepresentations or omissions, undisclosed Material Adverse Effects, or on Openpeak's non-

compliance with the W arranties, including non-compliance with GAAP
. The first Notice of

Default that Hercules sent to Openpeak was on January 14
, 2016, based on failure to pay

principal and interest due on January 1, 2016. (Tr. Ex. 130). This was the basis for subsequent

Notices of Default as well. (Tr. Exs. 135, 141).

(Roesler

Testimony). As a public company, Hercules is required to publicly report its assessment of the

probability that its loans would be repaid, and did a pro rata valuation of the loan based on the

Hercults did not impair its loan to Openpeak in Q4 2014 or Q1 2015.

prospect of default. (f#.). Not impairing its loan meant that Hercules representtd to the public

that it believed Openpeak would be able to repay its loan to Hercules in full. Openpeak filed a

voluntary petition for Chapter 7 bankruptcy on September 27, 2016, and Hercules filed this

lawsuit against the Defendants on September 29, 2016.

GAAP Revenue Recoznidon

i. Am endm ent 6 Prepaym ent

Both Hercules and Defendants elicited expert testimony regarding whether Hercules

recognized revenue from AT&T's Amendment 6 prepayment properly according to GAAP

(skGenerally Accepted Accounting Principles''). Hercules called P. Vincent Milano as an expert

to testify about liability and about whether Openpeak's revenue recognition policies were in

accordance with GAAP. (Milano Testimony).Defendants called Patrick Gannon as an expert to
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testify about the same, and also to testify about Hercules' alleged damages
. (Gannon

Testimony).

Accounting Standards Board's

coditkation, goveming rtvenue recognition for software
, applies to how Openpeak should have

recognized revenue pursuant to Amendment 6's sale of 225,000 Toggle licenses to AT&T for $8

million. (Tr. Ex. 368; Milano Testimony; Gannon Testimony). Speciscally, both experts

applied j 985-605-25-3, related to the conditions for software revenue recognition, which

include: (a) persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists; (b) delivery has occurred; (c) the

Both experts agreed that j 985-605 of the Financial

vendor's fee is fixed or determinable; (d) collectability is probable. (Tr. Ex. 368 at 14; Milano

Testimony; Gannon Testimony). All elements must be met to recognize revenue. (1d.4.

Gannon and Milano do not dispute that conditions (a)and (d) are satisfied. (Milano

Testimony', Gannon Testimony). First, both exptrtsagree that Amendment 6 satisfies the

condition that çspersuasive evidence of an arrangement exists.'' (f#.). Both experts also agree

that t'collectability is probable'' because the $8 million was actually collected by Openpeak from

AT&T in July 2014. (.J#.). The dispute between the experts centered on factors (b) and (c),

namely, whether delivery of the software occurred, and whether the $8 million payment was

fixtd or determinablt. (1d.j.

W ith respect to whether delivery of the software occurred, in M ilano's expert opinion

delivery never occurred because (1) the Toggle licenses were not tangible things and therefore

were never actually delivered to AT&T, and (2) Openpeak's customer was the end user of

Toggle software, not AT&T, and Openpeak had no reason to believe they could recognize that

revenue beeause so few end users were actually using the Toggle product.(Milano Testimony).

Gannon opined that the conditions for delivery were met here pursuant to j 985-605-25-1 8.

(Gannon Testimony). Under that section, delivery occurs çûupon the transfer of the product
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master'' and when either ittht customer has taken possession of tht software via a download
,
'' or

S'the customer has been provided with access codes that allow the customer to take immediate

possession of the software on its hardware pursuant to an agreement or purchase order for the

software.'' (Tr. Ex. 368 at 23). Here, the ltproduct master'' for the Toggle software was

delivered to AT&T some time in 2013 when AT&T first received Toggle from Openpeak and

put Toggle in the various App Stores. (Gittleman Testimony; Gannon Testimony). ln addition,

pursuant to Amendment 6, Openpeak delivered the Toggle licenses to AT&T on a delivery

schedule outlined in Amendment 6. (Tr. Ex. 18 at 3-4; Farmer Testimony). Finally, Gannon

persuasively opined that Openpeak's customer was AT&T, not the end user, because (1) AT&T

was the entity that paid Openpeak for the Toggle licenses and for any maintenance and support

fees associated with them, (2) there were no provisions in Amendment 6 that linked AT&T's

payment for the 225,000 licenses, or Openpeak's recognition of revenue derived from them , to

end-user activation or tbacceptance'' of the licenses, and (3) Openpeak had no input as to what

AT&T did with the licenses after the sale. (Gannon Testimony).

Next, M ilano argued that the $8 million AT&T paid for the 225,000 perpetual Toggle

licenses was not fixed or determinable because after Amendment 6 was executed, both AT&T

and M r. Barclay discussed refunding part of the $8 million to make Openpeak appear more

attractive to be acquired. tMilano Testimony). To support his position, Milano cited two emails

in late 20 14 between M r. Barclay and AT&T where the parties considered amending

Amendment 6 to give back the $8 million. (Milano Testimony; Tr. Exs. 146, 328). According to

Gannon, both AT&T and Openpeak treated the $8 million asnonrefundable because (1)

Amendment 6 itself explicitly referred to $$$8 million for 225,000 nonrefundable AT&T Toggle

perpetual licenses'' (Tr. Ex. 18 at 3) (emphasis added), and (2) the fact that AT&T and Openpeak

were discussing tiamending'' Amendment 6 to give back the $8 million meant that both AT&T
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and Openpeak believed that pursuant to Amendment 6
, the $8 million was nonrefundable.

(Gannon Testimony).

Having considered the testimony of both experts, l tsnd the testimony of Gannon to be

more persuasive. Hercules did not demonstrate that the mnnner in which Openpeak recognized

revenue derived from AT&T's $8 million payment in Amendment 6 violated GAAP.

111. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW  AND ANALYSIS

a. Nezlizent and Fraudulent M isrepresentation

i. Applicable Law

A plaintiff must allege four elements to establish a fraud or fraudulent

misrepresentation claim: ç$(1) a false statement concerning a material fact; (2) the representor's

knowledge that the representation is false; (3) an intention that the representation induce another

to ad on it; and (4) consequent injury by the party ading in reliance on the representation.''

Butler v. Yusem, 44 So. 3d 102, 105 (F1a. 2010) (citation omitted).

To establish a negligent misrepresentation claim under Florida law, a party must show:

$$(1) a misrepresentation of material fact that the defendant believed to be tl'ue but was in fact

false; (2) that defendant should have known the representation wasfalse; (3) the defendant

intended to induce the plaintiff to rely on the misrepresentation; and (4) the plaintiff acted in

justifable reliance upon the misrepresentation, resulting in injury.'' Arlington Pebble Creek,

LL C v. Campus Edge Condo. Ass 'n, Inc. , 
-  

So. 3d 
- , 2017 WL 5076915, at *2 (Fla. 1 st DCA

Nov. 6, 2017).

t'The first elements of both causes of action require false statem ents of m aterial fact.''

Arlington Pebble Creek, LL C, 
-  So. 3d - , 2017 W L 5076915, at #2.A fact is m aterial if, but

for the alleged nondisclosure or misrepresentation, the complaining party would not have entered
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into the transaction. Wf/. Nat 1 Bank ofFla. v. Vest, 480 So. 2d 1328, 1332 (Fla. 2d DCA 1985)

(internal citations omitted).

diAn action for

promises of future action, but rather must be based on a statement concem ing a past or existing

fact.'' Mejia v. Jurich, 781 So. 2d 1 175, 1 177 (F1a. 3rd DCA 2001) (citations omitted).

fraud gencrally may not be predicated on statements of opinion or

Ckpuffing'' statements, such as a ispromise to deliver an Sexceptional' product or servicekrl gare)

mattergs) of opinion rather than fact, and constitutel) non-adionable puffery.'' MDVIP, Inc. v.

Beber, 222 So. 3d 555, 561 (F1a. 4th DCA 2017) (citation omitted).

been considered non-actionable tspuffng'' promises of future action.

Financial projections have

Xerographic Supplies

Royal Typewriter Co. v.

Corp., 719 F.2d 1092, 1 103 (1 1th Cir. 1983) (analyzing fraudulent

misrepresentation claim under Florida law).

Analysis

There is a disconnect between the claims brought in this lawsuit, the actions Hercules

took at the time, and its internal contemporaneous documents and emails. The reasons for

restructuring and making the loan are detailed and starkly contrast with the conclusory claims of

reliance on projections and forecasts. The GAAP issues are both unconvincing and contrived

and did not arise until the Openpeak bankruptcy and the filing of the lawsuit. Hercules knew

about the AT&T prepayment from the outset, none of its contemporaneous documents express

concern about the way the revenue was being recognized, and even at trial its officers and

employees could not explain why the reporting was not in compliance with GAAP. The GAAP

issue only surfaced after the fact through Hercules' lawyers and expert and played no role in the

decisions m ade by Hercules at the tim e the loans were made. W hile l need not definitively

decide that the monthly reporting of the AT&T prepayment was GAAP compliant, l find that it

was consistent with Openpeak's reporting at the tim e, including the Blackberry portion of the
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business, and was made after review of software revenue recognition principles and consultation

of outside auditors. There was no evidence of any effort to deceive Hercules
. 1 am not

persuaded by the testimony of Hercules' expert witness that the reporting was incorrect
. The

AT&T prepayment was certain, non-refundable, and the software was delivered to Openpeak's

customer, AT&T.

The initial 2012 loan was made because of the previous success of Mr. Gittlcman, the

CEO, the presence of Board members, including the fonner CEO of Apple
, and the promise of

the Cisco tablet. W hen the Cisco tablet was cancelled
, the major premisc for the loan

disappeared. Openpeak essentially became a different company. The loan was restructured in

2014 to gain immediate fee income for Hercules and to buy more time while providing limited

additional capital for Openpeak's change in direction.The AT&T investment, success with the

Blackberry relationship, and optimism about the Toggle software technology caused Hercules to

stay the course.

None of the three individual Defendants made any false statements about any material

facts to Hercules.

1. M r. Kwon

1 question why M r. Kwon was even sued.There is no evidence that he personally made

any representation either verbally or in writing to Hercules. He did sign certain documents on

behalf of Openpeak: the 2014 AMRLSA and Advance Request (Tr. Exs. 5-7); the April 30, 2014

First and Second Amendments and W aivers to the 2014 ARMLSA (Tr. Exs. 8-9); the 3rd

Amendment to the 2014 ARMLSA (Tr. Ex. 1 1); the Second Tranche Advance Request (Tr. Ex.

10); and compliance certifcates as to monthly financials for January, March, Q1, and April,

2014. (Tr. Exs. 30, 34, 36). However, 1 find no statement within those documents that Mr.

Kwon knew to have been false, nor any statement that Mr. Kwon should have known was false.
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Hercules argues that Mr. Kwon was grossly negligent in relying upon Mr
. Barclay and

the Openpeak finance department since Mr. Barclay had no prior experience as a CFO, was not a

CPA, and Richards and Hronsky both left the finance department in M ay and June of 2014
. (DE

140, Pl. Supp. Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
, ! 198).

This argument is disingenuous and does not support Hercules' claims of reliance
. The

Hercules loan documents require the compliance certificates to be signed by either the

company's CEO or CFO. W hen 1 asked why Hercules accepted and was not alanned by

compliance certificates that were signed by the company lawyer, the Hercules witnesses

explained that start-up companies are oflen sparsely staffed and may not have a CFO
. lt is not

credible for Hercules to argue that they could justisably rely on fnancial statements prepared in

the absence of a CFO or CPA but M r. Kwon could not.

2. M r. Gittleman

1 likewise see no evidence of any false statement by M r. Gittleman. W ith respect to M r.

Gittleman, Hercules points to the February 1 1, 20 14 meeting with Mr. Henriquez
, Mr. Bluestein,

and M r. Eggbeer; the October 9, 2014 meeting with Mr. Henriquez, and an email sent to M r.

Henriquez on September 30, 2014, asking for the Odober meeting. However, the Toggle sales

projections, information about the itGolden Ticket'' program, and AT&T sales quota passtd on to

Hercules before and at the February 1 1, 2014 meeting were received directly from AT&T. There

is no indication that M r. Gittleman doubted the AT&T data. I note that M r. Henriquez, on the

other hand, had reservations. His notes about the meeting indicated that $1as incredible as that

glicense quota and total 2014 revenue projectionl sounds, this company has yet to deliver on its

many prior sales forecasts.''

In asking for the October m eeting, M r. Gittlem an wrote 'lW e've really been crushing it

lately, revenue has been growing through the roof and we'll have over $1 .5M EBITDA in
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September.'' M r. Gittleman's enthusiastic optimism about Openpeak's performance is

nonactionable opinion and there is no indication that the ûnancial information was inaccurate.

There is no evidence that M r. Gittleman made any false representation at the October 9

meeting or that M r. Henriquez relied upon that which was said. ln recounting the meeting, Mr.

Henriquez Sigflully recognizged) that Dan gGittleman) is the constant salesman, but . . . a man

with passion and religion to what he is attempting to accomplish
.''At the meeting, Openpeak

disclosed that the number of licenses activated was fldramatically lower'' than the number sold
.

Mr. Henriquez saw for himself the i'new applications up and nmning'' and ismore importantly i

gsic) witnessgedl what a new user would experience on enabling the Openpeak solution which

was amazing.'' W hile encouraged by the meeting, M r. Henriqucz was not prepared to

necessarily rely on either his own observations or the statements made: ûlthe company has

demonstrably made advances that 1 was not expecting to see . . . we should follow up and things

appears (sic) to be progressing quite well, which a11 need to be confirmed and evidence

supporting these claims validated.'' I see no basis for liability on the part of Mr. Gittleman.

3. M r. Barclay

Of the three individual Defendants, Mr. Barclay had most of the contact with Hercules

employees, and most of the allegations of misrepresentations are made against him. Hercules

argues that M r. Barclay made false statements which led them to enter the 2014 ARM LSA and

loan the Second Tranche. Since testimony indicated that Hercules relies upon its New Deal

Request M emos in deciding to make a loan, the issue turns on whether Hercules incorporated

any false representation allegedly m ade by M r. Barclay in either the M arch 2014 NDRM  or the

Oct 2014 NDRM .

The tinancial projections in the tsManagement Case'' of the March 2014 NDRM are all

derived from Mr. Barclay's financial projections for Openpeak for FY 2014 which were based
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on Toggle sales projections that Mr. Barclay directly received from AT&T. Htrcules was aware

that Mr. Barclay's financial projections were based on AT&T's internal sales Sçtargets'' and

iiforecasts.'' Mr. Barclay had no reason to doubt AT&T's numbers and acted reasonably in

relying upon them to project Openpeak's 2014 tsnancial performance.

The notion that M r. Barclay's sales forecasts are sufficient to impose liability is tenuous

at best. As a general rule, statements of opinion and promises of future action such as financial

projections and sales forecasts are not actionable as a matter of law. As Leanwd Hand said when

the buyer of a machine claimcd the seller had deceived him by exaggerating the machine's

capabilities: Ss-l-here are some kinds of talk which no sensible man takes seriously, and if he does

he suffers from his credulity.'' Vulcan Metals Co. v. Simmons Mfg. Co. , 248 F. 853, 856 (2d Cir.

1918). That is particularly the case with new technology companies. With no history of

earnings, financial forecasts are inherently speculative; little more than guesswork. To quote

W arren Buffet: ''Forecasts may tell you a great deal about the forecaster; they tell you nothing

about the future.''

The claim that Hercules relied on M r. Barclay's ûnancial forecasts is untenable. In

February 2014, well before the M arch or October 2014 New Deal Request M em os, M r.

Henriqucz called the 2014 revenue forecasts ifincredible'' and pointed out that Openpeak had

never met any of its sales forecasts.

Mr. Barclay signed the May, June, Q2, July, August, and September 2014 compliance

certificates (Tr. Exs. 37, 38, 39, 42, 50) and the 2013 Audited Financials (Tr. Ex. 50). Hercules

argues that som e were not in compliance with GAAP. As noted above and in the tindings of

fact, l conclude that Mr. Barclay believed the filings to be GAAP compliant and had no reason to

believe otherwise.
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As 1 see it, Hercules' only legitimate complaint is the timing of their realization that

additional revenue depended upon activation of the licenses by end users. Hercules alleges that

since the 225,000 prepaid licenses would necd to be activated before Openpeak generated

additional sales revenue from AT&T, and just 335 licenses were activated as of October 2014,

Mr. Barelay' s fnancial projections beyond October 2014 were unreasonable and not made in

good faith.

Undoubtedly, Mr. Barclay's projections were optimistic. Mr. Barclay credibly explained

why he thought his projections were reasonable. Over two million licenses had been approved.

AT&T had huge enterprise customers with many thousands of employees
, and if only a few of

those customers successfully encouraged their people to use the product, the activations would

rapidly increase. He thought the Blackberry experience would be replicated.

Importantly, Hercules knew both that AT&T had prepaid for the licenses, and that

activations were suprisingly low.Hercules recognized and identified as a risk in the Oct 2014

NDI;M that AT&T would not continue to buy software that was not being used by its customers.

Hercules knew that Openpeak was trying to solve the problem and that Blackberry had a better

activation rate. But Openpeak itself had both 1ow visibility and little ability to solve the problcm

because it was the employees of AT&T's customers who needed to affirmatively activate the

soflware. Openpeak could not directly control whether an AT&T customer such as Home Depot

would encourage its people to use the product.

accomplish.

It could only try to m ake activation easier to

I do not see any evidence that s4r.Barclay tried to hide the problem, and Hercules

understood that the 1ow activations might be tsan Achilles heel'' to a prospective sale or

valuation. Synchronoss was able to quickly discern the problem in its due diligence.
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Unfortunately, the moment of reckoning came sooner

expected.

than either Openpeak or Hercules

ln any event, Hercules did not rely upon Mr. Barclay's revenue projedions. Hercules

made the loans based upon the isenterprise value'' that Openpeak could bring in if acquired in the

future. Ultimately, Hercules sought to give itself the best opportunity to recover the funds

advanced in the initial 2012 loan.

Judgment is rendered in favor of al1 Defendants as to Counts

misrepresentation and Counts 2 and 5 for fraudulent misrepresentation.

b. Civil Conspiracv

1 and 4 for negligent

The elements of a civil conspiracy are: (a) a conspiracy between two or more parties, (b)

to do an unlawful act or to do a lawful act by unlawful means, (c) the doing of some overt act in

furtherance of the conspiracy, and (d) damage to plaintiff as a result of the acts performed

pursuant to the conspiracy. Walters v. Blankenship, 931 So. 2d 137, 140 (F1a. 5th DCA 2006)

(citation omitted). An actionable conspiracy requires an actionable underlying tort or wrong.

Wright v. Yurko, 446 So. 2d 1 162, 1 165 (F1a. 5th DCA 1984). l have determined that no

Defendant is liable for negligent or fraudulent misrepresentation on any of Hercules' claims.

Accordingly, there is no underlying çsunlawful act'' or tslawf'ul act (done) by unlawful means'' on

which to base a civil conspiracy claim against any Defendant.Judgment is rendered in favor of

all Defendants as to Counts 3 and 6 for civil conspiracy.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Court finds in favor of Defendants as to a11 Counts asserted in Hercules' Complaint.

Hercules has failed to dem onstrate that any of the Defendants knew or had reason to know that

any of their statements were false. Hercules also failed to prove that it relied on the alleged

misstatements. Judgment is therefore rendered in favor of Defendants as to Counts 1, 2, 4, and 5.
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Since Hercules has failed to establish that Defendants committed an underlying unlawful act or a

lawful act done by unlawful means, Hercules' claims for civil conspiracy also fail. Thus,

judgment is rendered in favor of Defendants as to Counts 3 and 6. Accordingly, it is

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that final judgment is entered in favor of Defendants on

all of Plaintiff s claims.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambersat West Palm Beach, Florida, this /W ay of

D LD M . M IDDLEBROOKS

UNITED STATES D ISTRICT JUDGE

January, 2018.
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